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Narrative history has privileged the telling of historical events in a way
that the historical novel has not; indeed, critics of the latter, most notably
Lukács in The Historical Novel, argue that??w?hat matters therefore in the
historical novel is not the re-telling of the great historical events, but the poetic
awakening of the people who figured in those events??42?. Lukács is not
saying that events are insignificant in the historical novel: with the second
clause of the sentence he is opening up a discursive space for conceptualizing
historical events. But it means a conceptualization that transcends the borders
of traditional historiography; a conceptualization that travels up and down the
scale from the micro- to the macrohistorical. It means a kind of analysis that is
difficult to perform because there has been little theoretical consideration of
historical events?despite the prominence of historical events in historical
narratives and the thawing of antagonisms between narrative history and
historical sociology. All the same, some prominent social theorists have
attempted to conceptualize historical events, to break them into constituent
parts so as to analyze their significance in the debates over the relations
between reality and fact in historiography. I would like to propose that this
theorizing of historical events has some utility for the literary analysis of events
in historical novels. I believe that it can open up a space of dialogue between
history and historical novel, particularly in the way each discourse uses
historical fact.
A social theorist conceives of events as a component of a theory of social
change. In a similar vein, an analysis of historical events in the economy of the
??
historical novel could be useful for illuminating the nature of social change
both within the novel and the discourse in which the novel is situated. It is
important, however, to keep in mind that social theory is not trying to
formulate a scientific model of historical events; the social theorist?s project is
?to paraphrase Paul Veyne?to be like the nonconforming physicist who talks
about falls and their causes instead of seeking out the law of bodies. Thus
instead of generating a law of historical events, social theorists insist on using
narrative to work towards a theoretical conception of historical events to
demonstrate the belief that no two events are the same, and that there is no
single theory to explain them all. Their task is to establish a set of conceptual
borders for considering the event as a discursive practice. This
conceptualization shares similarities with Veyne?s idea of historiographical
plotting, in that the social theoretical concern resembles the itineraries that
historians?mark out at will through the very objective field of events??36?.
The facts of the event will have?meaning only within its own plot,?except
that under the rubric of social theory, the emphasis is on how events change
social structures.
By focussing on the taking of the Bastille in Charles Dickens?A Tale of
Two Cities I hope to argue that Dickens?depiction of this historical event
marks the point at which certain structures change, and that these changes are
analogous to those identified by a theoretical conception of historical event. My
purpose is twofold: to show that the transfer of this conception of events from
?real?history to the historical novel can enhance our reading of the latter; and
to open up a dialogue between social theory and historical fiction on the nature
of historical knowledge and historiography. Prior to that, however, I will
briefly outline the conception of a theory of historical events that I will be
using throughout the rest of the paper.
???? ???? ????
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IWhen historians deal with event as a theoretical category, they are not
concerned with?an occurrence that is remarkable in some way?one that is
widely noted and commented on by contemporaries??Sewell 841?42?like a
military parade or royal ceremony; they are referring to those occurrences
whose consequences change the course of history. By leaving the definition at
that, however, traditional narrative historians are at odds with those social
theorists who believe that while events do play an important role in historical
change, historical analyses must take into account the ways social relations are
governed by social and cultural structures. Even though structuralist theory
remains hotly contested ground for social scientists, there is some consensus
that social practice is shaped by structure, and that in turn structure is shaped
by practice.1 In addition to this reciprocity,?the structures that govern practices
...?are?multiple, overlapping, and relatively autonomous, rather than ...
forming a single, unified totality of some kind??Sewell 842?. Thus?the
structure of a social formation is better imaged as an unevenly articulated
network than as a tightly organized hierarchy??Sewell 842?. These structures
are comprised of?cultural schema,?which provide actors with the meaning,
motivation and formulas for social action;?distributions of resources,?which
provide people with?the means and stakes of action;?and finally?modes of
power,?which regulate action by clarifying which schemas are acceptable, by
determining which persons and groups have access to which resources, and by
adjudicating conflicts that arise in the course of action?Sewell 842?. These
structures account for the durability, even with small revisions and changes, of
social practices over long periods of time.
1 This a highly simplified paraphrase of Anthony Giddens?theory of how structures
govern social practices. In addition, it is important to note that structures are?both
the medium and the outcome of the practices which constitute social systems?
?Giddens 27?.
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A refined definition of a structural view of social action is important for
conceptualizing historical events. With an understanding of how structures
shape practices?and vice versa?over time, coupled with the notion that this
circle of influence produces small revisions and changes, we can then begin to
image transformations of social relations progressing to the point where a
dramatic, accelerated cluster of changes initiates and is carried forward by a
historical event. Events, however, are typically more than rearrangements of
social practice:
?h?istorical events tend to transform social relations in ways that could
not be fully predicted from the gradual changes that may have made
them possible. What makes historical events so important to theorize is
that they reshape history, imparting an unforeseen direction to historical
development and altering the nature of the causal nexus in which social
interactions take place. For this reason, a theoretically robust conception
of events is a necessary component of any adequate theory of social
change.?Sewell 843?
From this William Sewell?whose conception of historical events I have
been reviewing?conceives of events?as sequences of occurrences that result in
transformations of structures??843?. The beginning of such a sequence is a
?surprising break with routine practice??843?. If the rupture is not reabsorbed
into pre-existing structures by either direct repression, by being deliberately
ignored, or by being explained away as an exception, then it?touches off a
chain of occurrences that durably transforms previous structures and practices?
?843?. Another key to this conception is that society recognizes that the
occurrences are notable for the break they represent. The break is all the more
notable because of the integration and articulation of structures: one break will
influence another, and another, and so on. As Sewell argues,?initially localized
ruptures always have the potential of bringing about a cascading series of
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further ruptures that will result in structural transformations??844?; that is, if
the sequence of interrelated breaks exceeds the structure?s ability to repair it,
then new articulation of social structure becomes possible.
Sewell offers a schematic example of how articulated structures can be
broken to cause an event, one that is worth reproducing at length. If a fight
breaks out in a bar, it can break the usual routine of sociability. Resolution can
come with one or more of the usual structures for realigning the routine, for
example through friends interacting or the bouncer ejecting the aggressor.
However, if race is involved, then the
initial rupture could be amplified by a rupture in the system of race
relations that also structures interactions in the bar, and this could lead
to a generalized racial brawl, which could draw in the police, who
might commit acts of racial violence, which could touch off a city-wide
riot, which in turn could permanently embitter race relations, discredit
the mayor and police chief, and scare off private investment?and, of
course, alter the mode of sociability in bars.?Sewell 844?
A preliminary conception of historical events will then have three main
elements: a historical event is??1?a ramified sequence of occurrences that
?2?is recognized as notable by contemporaries, and that?3?results in a
durable transformation of structures??Sewell 844?. But defining the
boundaries of a historical event is a function of the structural transformation
that the analyst wants to explain. Different analyses will produce different
spatial and temporal boundaries:?if we define events as sequences of
occurrences that transform structures, then an occurrence ... will be implicated
in the transformations of a number of different structures, and each of these
transformations will have a different spatial and temporal range??Sewell 877?
78?. This builds provisionality into definitions of historic events, one that is
informed by destabilizations of the relation between?reality?and narrative
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structures of truth; nevertheless this provisionality does not prevent us from
using this conception of event: indeed, its very elasticity permits a deeper
probing of the historiography of events.
Of course, there are differences between narrative history and novels,
historic and otherwise. If we read Sewell?s conception of events in response to
Hayden White?s question,??h?ow are the facts to be described in order to
sanction one mode of explaining them rather than another????Fictions?44?;
the resulting criticism would be that the emplottment?of a historical narrative?
simply follows one or more narrative conventions in order to refamiliarize the
events to show how social structures could change. Sewell essentially
acknowledges this when he says that the historical narrative one selects
depends on what sort of structural change one wants to show. But does this
mean that the value of a particular conceptualization of events as an
explanation of social change would be weakened, because it faces the same
mediations and determinations as any other text? I think Sewell would
respond to this by saying that this sort of interpretation of events is what
makes events; i.e. the creative misreadings by actors, both in the moment and
after, interpret the occurrences as per whatever framework is part of their
cultural and?or political endowment. What the social scientist is looking for is
the referent between the occurrence and its signification, the structures that
cause the signified to be translated to the signifier. Instead of the Frygian or
mythopoeic structures that White would argue for, Sewell would say that his
concern is with structures that govern social practice rather than those which
lead to further historicizing.
But it is important to remember that novelists and readers are social
beings and their lives are governed by social practice, including what they
write and how and what they read. Therefore what follows is not just a matter
of mapping the above conception of historical events onto A Tale of Two
Cities, but performing that mapping with a view to situating the practices of
writing of historical events, as well as those of reading and criticizing the
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same, within a structure of social change. Because my argument will centre on
problems concerning the textual nature of both the theory of historical events
and fiction, and their relation to reality, I hope to draw conclusions about the
space between fact and event in historiography.
II
Within the economy of A Tale of Two Cities, the taking of the Bastille
depicts the sort of creative misreading that turns a series of occurrences into an
event that changes social structures. In this case it is not historical actors who
misread creatively, it is Dickens, for he is of course basing his narrative on
Carlyle?s narrative. The result is that Dickens is reinterpreting a series of
historical occurrences?as Carlyle did?and giving them prominence in his
narrative not in response to any a priori conceptualization of the taking of the
Bastille as an event, but because previous historical narratives had condensed
the series of occurrences and privileged certain aspects of them in a way that
unified them as significant. This is a key point when conceiving of historical
events, one that echoes Sewell?s injunction that a conception of a historical
event depends entirely on what structural transformations the historian?or
historical novelist?wants to explain. As for A Tale of Two Cities, Dickens is
in effect agreeing with contemporary historiographies that locate the fulcrum of
change of the French Revolution at the taking of the Bastille. However, the
social changes that Dickens depicts mark a departure from the traditional
macrohistorical scale of Carlyle and others.
What this means is that the novel?s conception of the taking of the Bastille
as a historical event is bounded by the role it plays in changing the
relationships among certain characters, as opposed to macrohistorical factors
such as the political consequences of the violent seizure of a state institution by
an urban militia. We do not lose sight of the macrohistorical dimension, but
this is because we already?know?that the taking of the Bastille was an
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important event. Rather, Dickens?task is to show how this event affected actors
peripheral to the main force of the occurrences, and how the changes were
different from those treated by contemporary historiographies. Thus his creative
misreading suggests that events alter social structures in ways that had hitherto
been overlooked or deemed too personal to have any real effect on social
change. It must be noted that this argument is in direct contradiction of Lukács,
who felt that Dickens?concentration on?the purely moral aspects of causes
and effects ... weakens the connection between the problems of the characters?
lives and the events of the French Revolution??243?. By reading the novel in
the way I am suggesting, I believe that we can strengthen the connection
between historical events and characters?lives, similar to Barbara Foley?s
insistence on how the conclusion of a historical novel?reaffirms the legitimacy
of a norm that transforms social and political conflict into moral debate?
?160?.
Following Sewell, my analysis of the taking of the Bastille will consider
criteria which he offers as theoretical implications of a narrative of historical
events. The first theoretical implication to consider is that historical events
rearticulate structures. In traditional histories of the French Revolution, the
taking of the Bastille is interpreted as an expression of the nation?s will; in A
Tale of Two Cities, however, the expression is a mingling of patriotic, class,
and personal interests, with the latter dominating both in terms of the amount
of narrative space devoted to it and the consequences it has on the other
characters.
I will return to the personal dimension shortly, but before that I want to
briefly discuss the way that the depiction of patriotic and class interests leads
us to another important theoretical implication: that historical events are shaped
by particular conditions. Patriotism and class conflict do not come to the fore
in the actual depiction of the taking of the Bastille. They are portrayed earlier
in the novel?when the carriage of Monsieur the Marquis kills the child; when
the former is murdered; and at the beginning, in the description of the wine-
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spill in Saint Antoine?a fact which Dickens makes use of these to set the
stage for the personalized drama of the novel in the knowledge that simply
depicting a Defarge-led siege of the fortress would mean very little without the
multi-dimensional build-up. In this, Dickens is interpreting the event in the
same way as any historiography. We can assume that he was aware to some
degree that in order to depict transformations of social structures, he would
need to situate them on either side of a great historical event. In all of
Dickens?novels social change is dependent on characters initiating and acting
in conjunction with events; in A Tale of Two Cities, however, the event that
causes change is in many senses beyond the characters. We cannot be sure if
Defarge is behind the attack on the Bastille, and in any case it does not matter;
the event was there to use, to animate the characters in a process of social
transition. As for Lucie, Doctor Manette and Darnay, they have no historical
relation to the taking of the Bastille and have no interest in directing what
happens in consequence until the event is brought to them. In any case, in an
ontological sense, the taking of the Bastille and the aftermath happen to the
characters.
The role that personal interests, specifically revenge, plays in the novel is
in one sense obvious. In light of a conception of historical events, it is
important to see how this revenge supports the idea that historical events are
characterized by heightened emotion among the actors. The transformations
that occur as a consequence of the taking of the Bastille cannot be explained
without considering both the emotional tone of the event and how the taking of
the Bastille rearticulates emotional structures. The change in the tone of the
novel after the taking of the Bastille implies that all cannot be as peaceful and
innocent of the evils of the world as a character like Lucie might wish. A Tale
of Two Cities argues that the particular historical events that arose from the
taking of the Bastille pose a threat to the security of Lucie?s household, in turn
suggesting that when power is assumed by a revolutionary urban militia, this is
more dangerous to middle-class well-being than the abuses of an aristocratic
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ruling class. While this can be read as a limited and somewhat reactionary
response on Dickens?part?aristocratic abuses of power are depicted, but not
with the intensity or detail of those that the Defarge?s exert on Doctor Manette,
Darnay and what they tried to inflict on Lucie and her daughter?this perhaps
is also a criticism of middle-class complacency: life cannot remain bliss in
protected little corners of London, and only naive Lucies would think so. Even
faraway events will impose change: at the end of the novel we cannot know
for sure if there will be any real change in Lucie?s domestic life, but it is hard
to imagine that the characters emerge emotionally unchanged. If we place the
novel in the larger picture of those texts that tell us the history of the taking of
the Bastille and the French Revolution, it contributes the knowledge that
violent emotion was behind the new political and social structure.
The most concentrated example is in the change that comes over the
Defarges. The taciturn, furtive nature of the couple becomes more expressive
and violent, particularly in the case of Madame Defarge. As the power relations
between the two become exaggerated?for instance during the siege where
Defarge figures as a military leader and Madame Defarge emerges as his
counterpart among the women?she emerges as the aggressor and root of all
revolutionary anger. He has always been subservient to her, and after the fall of
the Bastille and during the Terror she comes to doubt his resolve and estranges
herself from him. The course of events alters not only Madame Defarge?s anger
towards the ruling class but towards those who, like her husband, cannot rise to
avenge them as decisively and unmercifully as she. Indeed, as this paragraph
from the novel illustrates, the changes in her emotional bearing have always
been influenced by changes in history.
There were many women at that time, upon whom the time laid a
dreadfully disfiguring hand; but, there was not one among them more to
be dreaded than this ruthless woman, now making her way along the
streets. Of a strong and fearless character, of shrewd sense and
???? ???? ????
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readiness, of great determination, of that kind of beauty which not only
seems to impart to its possessor firmness and animosity, but to strike
into others an instinctive recognition of those qualities; the troubled
time would have heaved her up, under any circumstances. But, imbued
from her childhood with a brooding sense of wrong, and an inveterate
hatred of a class, opportunity had developed her into a tigress. She was
absolutely without pity. If she had ever had the virtue in her, it had
quite gone out of her.?390?91?
Before the taking of the Bastille, sympathy lies with the Defarges as they
are part of the oppressed class, not to mention because they provided a home
?of sorts?for Doctor Manette. After the event, our sympathy switches quite
away from them to the former oppressors, those aristocrats and members of the
ruling elite such as Foulon who are being slaughtered by the angry mob. The
realignment of structures of political oppression not only redirects the novel?s
emotional investment, it also allows for a sort of contagious emotional
excitement that destabilizes the authority of Doctor Manette and, conversely,
enhances the moral authority of Sydney Carton.
This points to other key theoretical implications: 1?that events produce
more events; and 2?that events are spatial as well as temporal processes. With
reference to the latter, we have noted that the transformations in the novel are
primarily on the private level. But it is also important to recognize that the
taking of the Bastille also alters the larger economies of historical scale. While
the actual siege is depicted on a local scale, its immediate repercussions and
transformations spill beyond the borders of Paris to the Monsieur?s chateau, and
then to Tellson?s Bank in London, where displaced nobles retreat. The
spreading spatial influence of the falling of the Bastille is echoed in the
changing social structure: the Defarges gain power, become defacto military
leaders; and the Marquis and other state officials are killed. Other political
ruptures are only faintly alluded to, but the Defarge?s rise to power is meant to
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symbolize the inversion of French political structures.
Without attempting to argue exactly what Dickens?intentions were, I am
arguing that in choosing to use a historical event as a main part of the
narrative, he is essentially operating under a theory that says that great
historical events cause changes at many levels. Within the economy of the
novel, it is clear that the taking of the Bastille is the sort of event that the
theory identifies. But we must consider that the storming of the Bastille works
on a couple of levels: first, within the economy of the novel itself, it does not
itself dramatize the change in French national history; and second, we must
acknowledge that Dickens chooses to include the Bastille event as?arguably?
central to the novel precisely because it was an event that symbolized so much
change. Therefore, we can read this novel, and locate Dickens himself, within a
conceptualization of historical events. That is, the novel and Dickens would be
parts of the recognition that the event was significant, and part of the symbol
itself. Dickens?contemporaries as much as readers today would then learn the
Bastille occupies a central position in the course of the French Revolution. The
novel thus becomes part of the historiography of the French Revolution, as
much as it becomes a part of other discourses. This sort of analysis gives a
sense of the significance of events in historiography, as much as it does in
literary terms. It brings us to questions of the relationship between historical
truth and historiography, and how events become events via their interpretation
by historians.
III
Trying to reproduce the structural changes outlined above in a novel to
see if they?fit?begs many questions; to see if this conception of historical
events is verifiable because it is replicable in a novel only proves that theories
and novels can be interpreted to fit a priori concepts rather than any social
reality lying?out there?beyond the text. But this does not mean that applying
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Sewell?s conception of historical events to historical novels is a flawed
exercise; what the above analysis points to is a dialogue between social theory
and narrative theory based on a pragmatic approach to the sort of knowledge
that such a dialogue can produce. We see the effect of the taking of the
Bastille on the relationships and emotional tone of the novel, and theorize that
that is what Dickens had in mind with his use of the historical event; our next
step is to ask whether this novelistic knowledge is knowledge worth having. In
other words, can it help us understand the French Revolution any better? Or
will it be more useful in telling us about the nature of historical knowledge,
historiography, and how we read it at this point in history?
In working towards this dialogue I am following Richard Rorty?and other
pragmatic philosophers who inform his position?in positing that for literary
criticism, questions of the use of knowledge are more important?and useful?
than ultimately unsolvable, ontological questions of the existence of
knowledge. As Rorty argues, literary criticism should abandon attempts to
?paint the great big picture?in general, abstract and theoretical terms along the
lines of a Kuhnian?revolutionary science?which will yield?definitive results?
?78?; instead, critics should emulate the pragmatic philosopher?s?analysis of
the nature of science which construes the reputed hardness of facts as an
artifact produced by our choice of language game??80?. Analogous to
Sewell?s suggestion that the boundaries of a historical event are a matter of
judgement on the part of the social scientist, Rorty argues that??f?acts are
hybrid entities; that is, the causes of the assertibility of sentences include both
physical stimuli and our antecedent choice of response to such stimuli??81?.
In other?much cruder?words, we interpret by our own lights. As such, in
what follows I want to see if there is anything within contemporary ideological
and epistemological frameworks that can help us known more about our
particular moment, and why we think the way we do at this point in history.
This approach echoes what Homi Bhabba argues for in the use of critical
theory:
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A critical discourse does not yield a new political object, or aim, or
knowledge, which is simply a mimetic reflection of an a priori political
principle or theoretical commitment .... The challenge lies in conceiving
of the time of political action and understanding as opening up a space
that can accept and regulate the differential structure of the moment of
intervention without rushing to produce a unity of the social antagonism
or contradiction. This is a sign that history is happening?within the
pages of theory, within the systems and structures we construct to figure
the passage of the historical.?25?
To avoid the unities Bhabba describes, we should think of Sewell?s
conceptualizing of historical events as a way of re-reading narratives of history,
one that could be used to reconceptualize historiography in a way that
challenges dominant humanistic postulates of a unified historic past, historical
continuity, and the kind of historical knowledge Dominick LaCapra calls a
?mastery of a documentary repertoire? 32?. This is to recognize that history is
happening, not just as phenomenal events, but as an entity that produces
meaning. And the meanings are constructed within narrative frameworks
which, as White claims, are a literary endeavour. Thus they fall into patterns or
structures which?shift from validation to signification, to the way systems of
discourse make sense of the past,? implying?a pluralist?and perhaps
troubling? view of historiography as consisting of different but equally
meaningful constructions of past reality?or rather, of the textualized remains
... of that past??Hutcheon 96?. A narrative of a historical event shows us how
social structures are transformed; the narrative?s shape and bounds depend on
the structures one is dealing with; the shape of the narrative is determined also
by the patterns available in the culture. And last but not least, the narrative is a
reading of other narratives. As White argues:
In the historical narrative the systems of meaning-production peculiar to
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a culture or society are tested against the capacity of any set of?real?
events to yield to such systems. If these systems have their purest, most
fully developed, and formally most coherent representations in the
?literary?or?poetic?endowment of modern, secularized cultures, this is
no reason to rule them out as merely imaginary constructions. To do so
would entail the denial that literature and poetry have anything valid to
teach us about?reality.?qtd. in Hutcheon 146?
Thus Dickens believed that his depiction the taking of the Bastille would
be a valid history lesson because he believed that the historical novel was able
to engage the sort of emotional and moral consequences that traditional
historiography ignored. His belief is similar in a sense to the way Lukács?
critical realism argues that Scott?s works could transcend his own ideological
limitations and reveal the fundamental tensions of his time. So we can interpret
the bounds of the historiographical signifiers that he is using?again, mainly
Carlyle?in order to construct another view of the event. Thus the historical
novel gains some social and epistemological utility, beyond the?plausibility?
that Lukács argues for?which contained echoes of a metaphysical historical
reality, a teleological reflex at odds with the necessary provisionality of
historiography?. The utility is that it contributes to our never-ending
historiography, our constant re-writing, of the past.
But the question remains: can we read historical novels to have social
change explained to us? As Hutcheon argues,?recent critical readings of both
history and fiction have focussed more on what the two modes of writing share
than on how they differ??105?. If the historical novel is?that which is
modelled on historiography to the extent that it is motivated and made
operative by a notion of history as a shaping force??Hutcheon 113?, then we
must first understand that any explanation of social change must be subject to
the same criticisms as historiography. As Veyne says,??t?he true difference is
not between historical facts and physical facts, but between historiography and
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physical science??10?. Historical facts do happen. That said, we must also
recognize that the question social theory is asking is more particular: can we
read a historical narrative and get an understanding of social structures and
their transformations? It would seem so, but then we have the question of
what mediates the reality that the historian is writing; and as a corollary the
reader too interprets the text as per his own cultural endowment.
What this means for the social science view of historical events is that
structural transformations really do take place, but not in the way they are
represented historiographically. We can never know the actuality of the event
and its consequences: we only know how they have been historicized, thus we
base our interpretations on that. As Hutcheon argues:??h?istoriography and
fiction are seen as sharing the same act of prefiguration, of reshaping our
experience of time through plot configurations; they are complementary
activities??100?. In echo of Foucault, these prefigurations are the inevitable
result of the historian?s own response to?the social??the?field of forces, of
practices?discourses and their anchoring institutions?in which we adopt
various?constantly shifting?positions of power and resistance. The social is
thus inscribed within the signifying practices of a culture??Hutcheon 98?.
Therefore, the?danger?of Sewell?s structural translations is that they are
textual, not phenomenal; we think again of Rorty, or better yet Foucault?s claim
?in the words of Edward Said with respect to the latter?s theory of
discontinuous systematization? that?the discourse of modern knowledge
always hungers for what it cannot fully grasp or totally represent??225?.
Whether a discourse is historical, theoretical, or literary, it is always
discontinuous yet held together by rules, although not transcendental rules
?Foucault 229?.
This points to an important limit in Sewell?s theory: we can really only
deal with events that are situated within one of Lévis-Strauss?s??hot?
chronologies??259?. The chronicle of events already comes preencoded by a
priori structures and interests, thus determining what can or cannot be
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conceptualized as an event. The historian must set up or rely on?fraudulent
outlines?in order to avoid?the threat of infinite regress??Lévis-Strauss 257?
?in which case a historian must dispose of facts that do not fit or work. A
historical novelist, to push the point further, must do as Lukács argues and
enact historical processes by presenting a microcosm which generalizes and
concentrates. Historical fiction must incorporate and assimilate historical data
and detail in order to lend a feeling of verifiability, or an air of dense
specificity and particularity to the fictional world. And in many historical
novels, real figures are deployed to validate or authenticate the fictional world
by their presence, as if to hide the joins between fiction and history in a formal
and ontological sleight of hand. All of this editing and rewriting of historical
?facts?is possible only when there is a large pool of data. This large pool of
knowledge, in turn, arises out of an present interest in a particular past, which
creates more knowledge, which takes us back to the top of the paragraph and
the need to understand that what historiography is producing is this kind of
knowledge, the knowledge that historical narrative tell us about how the
present is interested in conceiving of the past.
A theory of events is a construction of structures, symbols, ideologies, and
finally, writing. The memory of the occurrences that make an event, and its
origins and consequences, is an affair of language. Sewell?s conception of
historical events as a theoretical category says as much. Veyne, too, argues that
memory can only create texts, because even eyewitnesses can only recall traces
of an event. And as White argues:??a?s a symbolic structure, the historical
narrative does not reproduce the event it describes; it tells us in what direction
to think about the events and charges our thought about the events with
different emotional valences??White 91?. Thus Sewell wants to charge our
thoughts toward how events transform social structures, and Dickens wants to
show?and elicit?whatever emotions arise from a historical event.
The question underlying all the angles of analysis in this paper has been:
Can social theory be used in the analysis of novels? And, to extend the
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question, is there a social utility to the knowledge that novels represent, or, if
you prefer, transmit? It seems to me that the last question must be viewed
from two angles, the first being what the author might have been thinking, and
the other being what the reader brings to interpretation. As for what the author
might have been thinking, he might not have consciously been working under a
theoretical conception of anything, but he knew each event had its beginnings
and consequences and multiple mediations?this is, in effect, what Lukács
praised in Scott?s historical novels. As for the reader, is it a case of trying to
see if a social theory is applicable to the social economy of a particular
novel? Such an endeavour would be a waste of time to those who believe that
novelistic knowledge is too?artistic?or too dependent on psychological whims.
But for the historical novel, a mode of discourse that uses knowledge deemed
factual and verifiable by the discourses of historiography, it seems as though
there is space to test the relation of knowledge to interpretive strategies and the
narrative forms that govern these?or are governed by these. Yet even this is
an attempt to understand the past; and as White argues, we cannot do this
because the further removed we are from an event by an accumulation of texts,
the less we can generalize about it. We know more about it, but we understand
less because of the intervening of so many layers of textual and intertextual
signification and referentiality.
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